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Abstract: The Retinal Ion-Driven Fluid Efflux (RIDE) model theorizes that phototransduction-
driven changes in trans-retinal ion and fluid transport underlie the development of myopia (short-
sightedness). In support of this model, previous functional studies have identified the attenuation of
outer retinal contributions to the global flash electroretinogram (gfERG) following weeks of myopia
induction in chicks, while discovery-driven transcriptome studies have identified changes to the ex-
pression of ATP-driven ion transport and mitochondrial metabolism genes in the retina/RPE/choroid
at the mid- to late-induction time-points. Less is known about the early time-points despite biometric
analyses demonstrating changes in eye growth by 3 h in the chick lens defocus model. Thus, the
present study compared gfERG and transcriptome profiles between 3 h and 3 days of negative
lens-induced myopia and positive lens-induced hyperopia in chicks. Photoreceptor (a-wave and
d-wave) and bipolar (b-wave and late-stage d-wave) cell responses were suppressed following
negative lens-wear, particularly at the 3–4 h and 3-day time-points when active shifts in the rate
of ocular growth were expected. Transcriptome measures revealed the up-regulation of oxidative
phosphorylation genes following 6 h of negative lens-wear, concordant with previous reports at
2 days in this model. Signal transduction pathways, with core genes involved in glutamate and
G-protein coupled receptor signalling, were down-regulated at 6 h. These findings contribute to a
growing body of evidence for the dysregulation of phototransduction and mitochondrial metabolism
in animal models of myopia.

Keywords: myopia; hyperopia; refractive error; microarray; gene expression; electroretinogram;
ERG; GSEA

1. Introduction

Myopia (short-sightedness) and hyperopia (long-sightedness) occur when the eye is
too long or short, respectively, for its refractive power. Approximately 34% of the world-
wide population are myopic, with prevalence expected to reach 50% by 2050 [1,2]. Myopia
significantly increases the risk of vision loss from degenerative secondary disorders [3–5],
making it a priority to understand the mechanisms underpinning ocular growth regulation.

Ocular growth has been shown to be controlled locally by the retina in a process that
is dependent on visual feedback [6]. However, the biological mechanisms involved in the
retinal control of eye growth are unresolved, though several models exist postulating roles
for various signalling molecules and cell types [7–9]. Among these, the Retinal Ion-Driven
Fluid Efflux (RIDE) model theorizes that myopia results from visually driven changes
in phototransduction that decrease ion-driven fluid transport from the vitreous, across
the RPE, to the choroid [7,10–14]. Due to its location and barrier function, others have
similarly postulated a role for the photoreceptor/RPE interface in the development of
myopia [15,16].
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Evidence for the RIDE model derives primarily from animal studies using hatchling
chicks. Rearing animals with negatively powered defocusing lenses or opaque occlud-
ers increases the rate of eye growth leading to myopia, whereas rearing with positively
powered lenses arrests growth and leads to hyperopia [17–22]. The chick has been one
of the most widely used animal models as, among other benefits, its response to optical
manipulations is rapid and reliable [23] and molecular changes in the chick retina/RPE
show similarities to the genes implicated in human myopia [24]. Using high through-
put transcriptomics and proteomics, we recently identified changes in the expression of
genes and proteins involved in phototransduction and cellular metabolism (particularly
mitochondrial metabolism) as key molecular features of the retina/RPE response during
the first 6 h of refractive error induction and recovery in chicks [25,26]. Most notably,
photoreceptor proteins involved in the generation of the electroretinogram response were
negatively correlated with refraction across negative and positive lens groups at this early
time-point [26]. Furthermore, changes in the expression of ion transporters, including
Na/K/ATPase and other ATP-powered pumps, were evident at later time-points, consis-
tent with the expected link between cell activity, ion transport and associated metabolic
needs during periods of altered eye growth [25–29]. Concurrent changes in the expression
of immune (particularly complement-coagulation) and oxidative stress genes and proteins
previously linked to maculopathy and choroidal neovasculatization suggests that down-
stream signalling cascades during periods of altered growth may combine with structural
stress to predispose secondary pathology with age in high myopia [26,27,29–31].

The functional activity of outer retinal cells can be assessed using global flash elec-
troretinograms (gfERGs), which measure the series of current loops that redistribute ions
within the extracellular spaces of the retina following light-driven photoreceptor and bipo-
lar cell polarity changes [32,33]. Previous studies have demonstrated that aspects of the
gfERG waveform are suppressed following weeks of negative lens-wear and occlusion in
chicks [14,34–36]. However, it is now known that refractive changes are initiated rapidly,
with axial growth changes evident following 3 h of lens-wear [37,38], necessitating further
functional studies within the first hours–days. Using multifocal ERG, Schmid et al. [39]
demonstrated that just 2 h of occlusion in chicks disrupted the normal development of the
ERG waveform. To our knowledge, gfERG responses in the positive and negative defocus
model have not yet been examined during the initial phase of lens-wear. Thus, the primary
aim of this study was to profile outer retinal function in the chick using gfERGs spanning
3–4 h to 3 days induction. We hypothesized that phototransduction changes would be
evident at early time-points, consistent with the RIDE model and our previous proteomic
findings in lens-induced myopia and hyperopia models [26].

The secondary aim of this study was to leverage existing transcriptome profiling to
assist in building a systems-level understanding combining functional and gene expres-
sion measures in the chick defocus model. In a previous study, Stone et al. employed
Affymetrix microarrays to profile the chick retina/RPE following 6 h and 3 days of positive
and negative lens-wear [40]. Gene-level statistics implicated thousands of transcripts dur-
ing lens-induced myopia induction, but only six transcripts under hyperopia induction
conditions. Due to the single-gene focus of the original analysis, it remains unclear whether
similar gene pathways are implicated at early time-points in the lens myopia and hyperopia
models, as reported in our previous 6 h proteomics [26,28], or in transcriptome measures
at later time-points [29,30]. Thus, we re-analysed Stone et al.’s data using the Gene Set
Enrichment Analysis (GSEA) algorithm. Pathway analyses such as GSEA assist with inter-
pretability issues when thousands of individual genes are implicated. As GSEA does not
apply an arbitrary threshold for differential gene expression, this approach can also identify
expression responses that are too subtle to detect at the single gene level [41,42], making it
ideal for use with a dataset such as Stone et al.’s where both extremes are represented.
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2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Electroretinogram of Retinal Function
2.1.1. Animals and Rearing

Forty-eight male chicks (Leghorn/New Hampshire) were raised under a 12 h day/night
light cycle from post-hatch day 1. Five hours into the light cycle on day 5, chicks were
assigned to a lens condition (+10 dioptres; −10 dioptres; or No Lens), and lenses (8.1 mm
polymethyl methacrylate contacts) were attached to the peri ocular feathers of the right
eye. All procedures were conducted in accordance with the protocols approved by the La
Trobe University Animal Ethics Committee and adhere to the ARVO Statement for the use
of Animals in Ophthalmic and Vision Research.

2.1.2. Electroretinograms

Following either 3–4 h, or 1, 2 or 3 days of lens-wear, four chicks per lens-group were
anaesthetised (ketamine, 45 mg/kg; xylazine, 4.5 mg/kg i.m.) and retinal function was
assessed using gfERG. Defocusing lenses remained in place during these ERG recordings in
order to replicate the experimental differences between the chicks profiled using microarray
(i.e., lens vs. no lens) and to prevent any functional recovery [37]. ERGs were recorded with
an intravitreal electrode (Ag/AgCl), inserted into the right eye via a catheter placement
unit, and a scleral reference. Chicks were dark adapted for 20 min prior to recordings. This
timeframe was deemed sufficient as dark adaptation during the day in chicks levels off far
quicker than at night due to a lack of rod contributions [43]. Consistent with this, research
examining the effects of dark adaption in chicks across 1–40 min found no significant effect
on a-wave or b-wave amplitude [44]. Following dark-adaptation, the retina was stimulated
with a square-wave 500 ms onset, 2000 ms offset light flash (peak luminance of 50 cd/m2)
generated by a 150 mm Ganzfeld stimulator. Potentials were recorded via a Powerlab (ADI,
Sydney, Australia), and at least 80 responses were averaged from each chick.

2.1.3. Data Analysis

ERG waves were imported into IGOR Pro where grand mean averages and dynamic
standard error bars were calculated for each condition. Mean a-wave, b-wave, and d-wave
amplitude and implicit time were extracted for each animal (see Figure 1 for example
response). Wave amplitude was defined as the distance from peak to trough, while implicit
time was defined as the time between the flash onset and the wave peak. Two-way
ANOVAs were used to assess the effects of lens-wear on wave amplitudes and implicit
times. Levene’s test was significant for a-wave amplitude at 3 h (F (2, 9) = 13.762, p = 0.002),
d-wave amplitude at 72 h (F (2, 9) = 7.672, p = 0.011), and b-wave implicit time at 48 h
(F (2, 9) = 12.667, p = 0.002). No adjustments were made to the analysis, as the F test is
robust to such variance heterogeneity, provided group sizes are equal (as in the present
study) [45]. The assumption of normality was met in all cases (Shapiro-Wilk p > 0.05 or
z-scores < ±3.29 [46]).

2.2. Microarray Measures of Retina/RPE Gene Expression
2.2.1. Data Pre-Processing

Stone et al.’s [40] microarray dataset was obtained from the GEO Database (GSE24641).
A detailed description of the methods used to generate the dataset can be found in the orig-
inal paper [40]. Briefly, in this previous study, chicks wore unilateral +15D or −15D lenses
for 6 h or 3 days, with fellow no lens eyes used as within-subject controls. Retina/RPE
tissue was collected from the experimental and fellow eyes of 6 chicks per group, and RNA
was isolated from the samples using TRIzol reagent. RNA quantity and integrity were
assessed using a spectrophotometer (ND-1000 NanoDrop Technologies, Wilmington, USA)
and Bioanalyzer (Agilent Technologies, Santa Clara, USA) instruments. Gene expression
was then profiled using Affymetrix Chicken Genome Arrays, according to the manufac-
turer’s instructions. Table 1 compares the rearing conditions used in the microarray and
electrophysiology studies.
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Figure 1. Example chick ERG response with the a-wave, b-wave, d-wave and stimulus onset/offset labelled.

Table 1. A comparison of chick rearing methods for the Stone et al. microarray [40] and Riddell et al. electrophysiology data.

Method Microarray Data [40] Riddell et al. Electrophysiology Data

Breed White Leghorn White Leghorn/New Hampshire
Refractive error model Optical defocus Optical defocus
Lens power +15D; −15D +10D; −10D
Age lens applied 8 days 5 days
Hours into light phase lens applied 1 h 5 h
Induction time-points 6 h, 3 days 3–4 h and 1, 2 and 3 days

Raw microarray CEL files were pre-processed using the affy package (v1.52.0) im-
plementation of robust multi-array analysis (RMA) [47,48], and probe annotations were
updated to Affymetrix release 36.

2.2.2. Gene Set Enrichment and Leading Edge Subset Analysis

After pre-processing, log-intensity values were imported into the java GSEA desktop
application (v2.2.3) [49] to investigate the expression of Kyoto Encyclopaedia of Genes and
Genomes (KEGG) [50] gene sets from the Molecular Signatures Database (mSigDB) [51].
GSEA was conducted with 1000 gene set permutations using the signal-to-noise metric.
This metric uses the difference of class means scaled by the standard deviation to create
a list of ranked genes. The analysis then determines whether genes from each pathway
are randomly distributed through the ranked gene list, or primarily found at the top or
bottom [41,49]. A false discovery rate (FDR) cut-off of 0.25 was chosen, as recommended by
the Broad Institute when using the more stringent phenotype permutation option [41,52].
These parameters were used to make three comparisons at each time-point: negative lens
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relative to fellow no lens, positive lens relative to fellow no lens, and negative lens relative
to positive lens.

Following the GSEA of KEGG pathways, leading edge subset analysis was employed
to identify transcripts that were core contributors to the enriched signal of implicated gene
sets (i.e., the core genes responsible for the gene set being designated as up- or down-
regulated). This analysis lists genes appearing in the ranked gene set list at or before the
point when the running sum reached its maximum deviation from zero [41].

3. Results
3.1. Electroretinography

Figure 2 illustrates the retina’s functional response to light onset and offset across the
refractive error induction period. Photoreceptor (a- and d-wave) and bipolar (b- and d-
wave) cell responses appeared to be suppressed following negative lens-wear, particularly
at 3–4 h. Two-way ANOVAs were conducted that examined the effects of lens-wear and
induction timepoint on the amplitude (Figure 3A) and implicit time (Figure 3B) of the
a-wave, b-wave and d-wave. There was a significant main effect of lens-wear on a-wave
(F (2, 36) = 10.464, p < 001) and b-wave (F (2, 36) = 6.216, p = 0.005) amplitude. Post hoc
tests revealed that a-wave and b-wave amplitude were significantly lower in the negative
lens group relative to the no lens (a-wave Tukey HSD p < 001; b-wave Tukey HSD p = 0.005)
and positive lens (a-wave Tukey HSD p = 0.043; b-wave Tukey HSD p = 0.037) groups
(Figure 3A). There was a significant interaction between the effects of lens-wear and time
on d-wave amplitude (F (6, 36) = 2.686, p = 0.029), such that d-wave amplitude was lower
in the negative lens group relative to the no lens group at 3–4 h (p = 0.030) and the positive
lens group at 3 days (p = 0.002; Figure 3A).
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Figure 2. Graphs show mean ERG responses (±SE) to a square-wave light flash during refractive error induction. Chicks
wore positive or negative lenses, or no lens, for 3–4 h, 1 day, 2 days, or 3 days. Where applicable, lenses remained in
place during ERG recordings. Each waveform is the grand mean of >80 potential responses to a square-wave 0.5 s light
ON, 2 s light OFF Ganzfeld stimulus from four chicks. Standard errors of the waves are indicated by the shaded regions
surrounding the mean.
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Figure 3. Bar graphs showing mean (±SE) ERG a-wave, b-wave and d-wave (A) amplitudes and (B) implicit times. Wave
amplitude was defined as the distance from peak to trough, while implicit time was defined as the time between the flash
onset and the wave peak (see Figure 1 for example). Statistically significant differences are indicated with an asterisk.

Lens-wear did not significantly affect the implicit time of the a-, b- or d-wave peaks.
However, there was a main effect of induction timepoint on a-wave (F (3, 36) = 5.181,
p = 0.004) and b-wave (F (3, 36) = 6.540, p = 0.001) implicit time, with lower implicit time
at the 3-day timepoint relative to 3–4 h (a-wave Tukey HSD p = 0.009; b-wave Tukey HSD
p = 0.003) and 1 day (a-wave Tukey HSD p = 0.021; b-wave Tukey HSD p = 0.004; Figure 3B).
There were no significant main effects of lens-wear or timepoint, or interactions between
lens-wear and timepoint, on the d-wave implicit time.

In order to retain the visual conditions present during rearing, all ERGs were recorded
with the defocusing lenses still in place. Thus, the partial occlusion of the peripheral visual
field by the surrounding Velcro ring may have contributed to response attenuation in the
negative lens group. However, these conditions cannot fully account for the measured
electrophysiological changes as differences remain between positive and negative groups.
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3.2. Gene Pathway Enrichment

The re-analysis of Stone et al.’s microarray dataset identified seven enriched KEGG
pathways at 6 h (Table 2). No pathways were enriched at 3 days. In keeping with functional
ERG measures, two signal transduction pathways (long-term potentiation and long-term
depression) were down-regulated following 6 h of negative lens-wear (Figure 4A). There
was considerable overlap in the core genes contributing to the under-enrichment of these
pathways, which included sub-units of ionotropic and metabotropic glutamate receptors
(GRIN2A, GRIA3, GRID2, GRM5), and genes encoding G-proteins (GNA13, GNAQ),
phospholipases (PLCB1, PLCB4, PLA2G1B, PLA2G4A), and adenylate cyclases (ADCY1,
ADCY8) important for G-protein coupled receptor signalling. The basal transcription
factor pathway was also down-regulated following 6 h of myopia induction. Core genes
in this pathway included those encoding sub-units of TFIIA (GTF2A1, GTF2A1L), TFIID
(TAF1, TAF2, TAF4, TAF4B), and TFIIH (GTF2H1, GTF2H2) in the RNA polymerase II pre-
initiation complex. Concurrent with the expression changes in this transcription pathway,
the O-glycan biosynthesis post-translational modification pathway was down-regulated.
The core genes contributing to this down-regulation primarily encoded members of the
polypeptide N-acetylgalactosaminyltransferase enzyme family. Following 6 h of positive
lens-wear, the valine leucine and isoleucine degradation pathway was down-regulated,
and the sphingolipid metabolism pathway was up-regulated (Figure 4B). Finally, the
Parkinson’s disease pathway was enriched in the negative relative to positive lens-group at
6 h (Figure 4C). The core genes in this pathway were primarily involved in mitochondrial
energy metabolism. A further comparison of core genes within the Parkinson’s pathway
across all lens groups indicated that fellow eyes showed similar expression profiles as
experimental eyes (i.e., the median level of core gene expression in negative lens eyes and
their fellow no lens controls was higher than that in positive lens eyes and their fellows;
Figure 4D).

Table 2. Enriched KEGG pathways following 6 h of lens-wear. NES = normalized enrichment score; Tags = the percentage
of gene hits before (for a positive value ES) or after (for a negative value ES) the peak in the running enrichment score. This
gives an indication of the percentage of genes in the pathway contributing to the enrichment score. List = the percentage of
genes in the ranked list before (for a positive value ES) or after (for a negative value ES) the peak in the running enrichment
score. This gives an indication of where in the list the enrichment score was attained. Signal = the enrichment signal strength
that combines the two previous statistics.

Condition KEGG Pathway NES FDR Tags List Signal

Negative lens vs. fellow no
lens at 6 h

O-glycan biosynthesis −1.64 0.126 19% 7% 21%
Basal transcription factors −1.55 0.139 44% 21% 57%
Long-term potentiation −1.71 0.159 28% 9% 31%
Long-term depression −1.56 0.176 31% 13% 35%

Positive lens vs. fellow no
lens at 6 h

Sphingolipid metabolism 1.70 0.201 30% 10% 34%
Valine, leucine, and isoleucine
degradation −1.70 0.216 15% 10% 17%

Negative lens vs. positive
lens at 6 h Parkinson’s disease 1.67 0.165 66% 42% 114%
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Figure 4. Gene contributions to KEGG pathway enrichment following 6 h of lens-wear. Chord diagrams show enriched
KEGG pathways and their associated core genes in (A) the 6 h negative lens group relative to fellow eye controls, (B) the 6 h
positive lens group relative to fellow eye controls, and (C) the 6 h negative relative to the positive lens group. Core genes
are listed around the left half of each diagram (ordered from high to low log2 fold change). These core genes are defined
as those appearing in the GSEA ranked list at or before the point when the enrichment score for the pathway reached its
maximum deviation from zero (termed the leading edge subset; LES). The right half of each chord diagram shows the
enriched pathways. Lines connecting the two halves indicate gene membership within a pathway’s LES. (D) Graph showing
the median log2 expression of core genes from the Parkinson’s disease pathway within each condition at 6 h. Asterisks
indicates groups showing a significant difference in the expression of ‘Parkinson’s disease’ genes in the GSEA analysis.
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4. Discussion

This study compared functional gfERG and microarray transcriptome measures across
3 days of lens-induced myopia and hyperopia induction in chicks. As hypothesized,
electrophysiology revealed the attenuation of the photoreceptor and bipolar cell response
to flash onset and offset following negative lens-wear. The largest mean differences in
a-wave, b-wave and d-wave amplitude occurred at 3–4 h and 3 days when shifts in the rate
of ocular growth are expected (i.e., the initiation of growth changes during the first hours
of lens-wear and when refractive compensation is reached at 3 days [29]). Transcriptome
measures replicated and extended the findings of our previous studies [25,27,29] to show
that increases in the expression of oxidative phosphorylation genes occur as early as 6 h
in the chick myopia model, accompanied by the down-regulation of signal transduction
pathways that include genes important for photoreceptor function.

Although the photoreceptor/RPE interface is theorized to be involved in ocular
growth regulation [7,15,16], measuring the functioning of these cells during refractive
error induction via flash ERG is complicated because axial length changes are expected to
affect retinal illumination, the distance between the electrode and the retina, and retinal
cell density [32]. Consequently, although a number of studies have reported reduced
ERG amplitudes in human myopes [53–57] and in the chick model of prolonged high
myopia [14,34,35], these decreases have often been attributed to recording artefacts, retinal
thinning, and pathological retinal degeneration. The present study expands on these earlier
investigations to demonstrate that ERG measures of photoreceptor (a-wave), ON-bipolar
(b-wave) and photoreceptor/OFF-bipolar (d-wave) cell responses are attenuated following
3–4 h of negative lens-wear (presumably prior to the onset of significant pathological axial
growth, retinal thinning, or degeneration). Indeed, the absence of a significant effect of
induction time on ERG wave amplitudes in the present study suggests that axial length
artefacts may have a minimal effect on the gfERG in the small chick eye, consistent with
previous multifocal ERG reports in humans [58]. We did identify a decrease in a-wave and
b-wave implicit time with induction time independent of lens defocus, consistent with
investigations of ERG maturation in humans [59,60] and chicks [61].

Our previous proteomic study demonstrated that photoreceptor proteins (partic-
ularly those involved in abnormal electroretinogram responses in humans) were neg-
atively correlated with refraction across negative and positive lens groups at 6 h [26].
Photoreceptor-specific pathways were not implicated in the present study, however, two
signal transduction pathways (long-term potentiation and long-term depression) were
down-regulated following 6 h of negative lens-wear. The core genes within these path-
ways suggest a particular role for glutamate and G-protein coupled receptor signalling,
consistent with Stone et al.’s original analysis [40]. Phospholipases, important for rod
outer segment membrane regeneration and the subsequent shaping of the photo-response,
were also implicated [62,63]. Previous studies have similarly found evidence in lens and
occlusion myopia models for ERG response attenuation [14,34–36,64] and changes in
the expression of genes and proteins involved in outer retinal functioning (particularly
phototransduction) [25,26,29].

In darkness, photoreceptors consume large amounts of ATP to power the ion pumps
that maintain the membrane potential; exposure to light diminishes this ATP consump-
tion [65]. Accordingly, the attenuation of the photoreceptor light response during negative
lens-wear in the present study would be expected to affect the metabolic needs of the
outer retina. In addition to ATP-driven ion transport, metabolic flux during refractive
error induction is likely to be affected by changes to nutrient supply from the choroidal
vasculature [66,67] and altered metabolic pressures for cell growth and proliferation [68].
In accordance with this, our previous RNA-seq study identified the up-regulation of the
KEGG Parkinson’s disease pathway (with the core genes primarily related to mitochon-
drial oxidative phosphorylation) following 2 days of lens-induced myopia relative to
age-matched no lens and positive lens groups. Here, we show that the relative enrichment
of this pathway is negative relative to the positive lens groups which occurs as early as 6 h
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in chicks. However, contrary to our earlier results with separate no lens control animals,
fellow no lens eyes in the present study displayed similar expression patterns to the con-
tralateral experimental eye. This suggests that a factor affecting both eyes (such as blood
supply changes [67]) could drive the shifts in mitochondrial metabolism gene and protein
expression observed here and elsewhere [25–27,29,30,69].

Shifts in the expression of sphingolipid, and valine leucine and isoleucine degradation
pathways following 6 h of positive lens-wear in the present study are also concordant with
our RNA-sequencing findings at later time-points in the defocus model. Previously, we
identified the down-regulation of a range of lipid-related genes following 1 day of positive
lens-wear, including genes within sphingolipid metabolism and fatty acid metabolism
pathways [29]. In the present study, the sphingolipid metabolism and branched chain
amino acid (BCAA) degradation pathways were up-regulated and down-regulated, respec-
tively, following 6 h of positive lens-wear. These pathways are involved in a diverse range
of biological processes, including the regulation of cellular energy metabolism [70–74].
Notably, BCAA catabolism products are incorporated into the tricarboxylic acid cycle (TCA)
cycle resulting in increased fatty acid oxidation (possibly via an inhibition of pyruvate
dehydrogenase that shifts the cellular energy preference from carbohydrate to lipid) [70,71].
This suggests that shifts in the BCAA degradation pathway during early hyperopia induc-
tion could precipitate the down-regulation of fatty acid metabolism genes observed in our
previous study [29].

The two final gene pathways implicated in the present study were basal transcription
factors and O-glycan biosynthesis; both were down-regulated following 6 h of negative
lens-wear. The core genes in the transcription factor pathway primarily encoded subunits
of the RNA polymerase II pre-initiation complex, which may help to explain why the
pattern of differential expression identified in Stone et al.’s original analysis of the data [40]
was overwhelmingly characterized by down-regulation (1252 probes were down-regulated
compared to 139 up-regulated). The core genes in the O-glycosylation pathway primarily
encoded enzymes involved in GalNAc-type (also known as mucin-type) O-glycosylation of
proteins. This family of enzymes are thought to influence ECM composition via a number
of pathways previously associated with myopia (including integrin, fibroblast growth
factor [75], and TGF-β/BMP signalling, e.g., [76,77]). Interestingly, the genetic defects of
protein glycosylation have been linked to myopia in humans, as well as the suppression of
the scotopic ERG [78].

Although a range of pathways were implicated in the 6 h data, no significant pathway
enrichments were identified following 3 days of lens-wear. This suggests that coherent
shifts in KEGG pathway expression may decline as an eye approaches refractive compen-
sation and growth homeostasis. It is unlikely that this finding reflects a lack of sensitivity
in the methods used; GSEA is a highly sensitive pathway analysis technique [79] and we
employed a relatively high FDR threshold of 0.25 (as recommended for discovery-driven
projects using phenotype permutation [41,52]). Additionally, a similar pattern of decreasing
pathway enrichments as refractive compensation progressed was observed in our RNA-seq
GSEA study [29]. It must be noted, however, that the scope of both analyses was limited
to pathways represented in the KEGG database, which covers a wide range of categories
(including metabolism, genetic information processing, environmental information pro-
cessing, and cellular processes), but has a particular focus on metabolic pathways. KEGG
was chosen for use as the data are manually curated by experts and there is a low level of
pathway redundancy (relative to other databases like Reactome) [80,81]. However, given
the lack of pathway enrichments following 3 days of negative lens-wear (when Stone et al.’s
previous analysis identified >1200 differentially expressed transcripts [40]), we performed
an additional GSEA of these data using the mSigDB ‘C2_all’ GMT file (which encompasses
all curated gene set databases, including Reactome and BioCarta). No significant enrich-
ments were identified in this expanded analysis, supporting the assertion that coherent
shifts in whole-pathway expression were limited at 3 days.
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5. Limitations

The ERG protocol employed in this study was basic, involving a single intensity and
duration of flash stimulus. Extended ERG protocols (e.g. [14,82]) would allow for a more
detailed assessment of outer retinal functioning. To complement the ERG data, gene expres-
sion in the retina/RPE was examined using a previously published exploratory microarray
dataset. DNA microarray technology provides a cost-effective approach for examining
transcriptome-wide expression but has a number of limitations including a small dynamic
range and lack of sensitivity (particularly when measuring low abundance transcripts) [83].
Thus it is important to note that the gene expression findings reported here are consis-
tent with reports using newer proteomic [26] and RNA-sequencing [25,29] technologies.
Further work is now needed to follow up the present findings using a more comprehen-
sive electrophysiological analysis, and targeted molecular and histological examination of
photoreceptor and metabolic functioning in the retina. Our results suggest that the initial
hours of myopia induction, and the period when refractive compensation is achieved, are
important timepoints for such further studies in the chick optical defocus model.

6. Conclusions

Our novel gfERG data and re-analysis of Stone et al.’s dataset provide evidence that
changes to phototransduction and retinal metabolism occur within the first 6 h of refractive
compensation to defocusing lenses in chicks. These findings contribute to a growing body
of electrophysiological [14], structural [13,84] and molecular [25–27,29,69,85–88] evidence
for altered phototransduction and consequential associated shifts in retinal mitochondrial
metabolism in animal myopia models, consistent with the RIDE model of myopia devel-
opment [7,11,12]. A recent meta-analysis of genome-wide association studies (GWAS)
has similarly identified the phototransduction cascade as the most significant process
associated with refractive errors in humans [89]. Given this evidence, future research ex-
amining environmental or pharmacological interventions targeting photoreceptor activity
or associated ion-driven fluid efflux across the retina is warranted.
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